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MARK LUKER 
University of Minnesota, Duluth, Minnesota 55812 
It is proved that every grammar for a bounded, context-free language has 
finite index. 
INTRODUCTION 
The finite-index languages have been the subject of numerous investigations 
(see References). In one of the first of these Salomaa (1969) raised the funda- 
mental question of whether or not there exists a language having both a finite- 
index grammar and an infinite-index grammar. This was answered in the 
atYlrmative by Gruska (1971), who showed that a certain regular set (of index 1) 
can be partit ioned into two infinite-index languages. In this paper we show that 
there is no such language in the class of bounded, context-free languages; that 
is, that every grammar which generates a bounded language has finite index. 
The result is strengthened in a second theorem to include certain bounded 
subsets of unbounded languages. 
1. DEFINIT IONS 
DEFINITION. A context-free grammar (subsequently called a grammar) is 
a quadruple (V, 27, P, s) in which V is a finite set of symbols, 27C V is a set of 
terminals, V -- 27 is the set of nonterminals, s ~ V -- Z is the starting symbol, 
and P is a finite set of productions of the form u -+ v with u ~ V - -  27 and v ~ V*. 
Let => be the binary relation defined on V* by xuy =~ xvy for each x, y in V* 
and each production u -+ v in P, and let ~ be the transitive, reflexive closure 
of ~ .  A derivation of G is a finite sequence w 0 ~ "" ~ ww of words in V* 
such that wx_ 1 => wi for 1 <~ I <~ iV. L(G), the language generated by G, is the 
set {Z ~ ~'* [ s *~ Z}. A set L is a context-free language (subsequently called a 
language) if L = L(G) for some grammar G. L is bounded if L C X0* ... X*  
for some fixed words X o ,..., XN in the terminal alphabet of L. 
For  a complete introduction to grammars and languages see Ginsburg (1966). 
DEFINITION. Let G be a grammar. For each derivation D of G let I(D, G) 
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be the least integer K such that no word in D contains more than K occurrences 
of nonterminals. For each Z ~ L(G) and S C L(G) let I(Z, G) = min{/(D, G) [ D 
is a derivation of Z in G} and [(S, G) = max{/(Z, G) [ Z ~ S}. For each grammar 
G7 and each language L let I(G) -~ I(L(G), G) and I(L) = min{/(G) lL = L(G)}. 
We call I the index function. A language L (a grammar G) hasfinite index i f/(/,) 
is finite (if I(G) is finite); otherwise it has infinite index. 
Notation. The empty word is denoted by E. 
2. GRAMMARS FOR BOUNDED LANGUAGES 
T~EOREM 1. A grammar has finite index if it generates a bounded language. 
Proof. We separate the argument into two lemmas, the first of which proves 
the result for an especially simple class of bounded languages. 
LEMMA 1. A grammar G = (V, Z, P, s) has finite index if L(G) C XoX*X ~ 
for some Xo , X1, X 2 in Z*. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We first reduce the problem to the case in which G is in 
binary normal form, i.e., in which each production of G has the form a -+ bc 
or a -+ A for some a, b, c in V - -  27 and some A in 27 U {e}. I f  G is not in this 
form, let M be the maximum number of symbols in the right side of any produc- 
tion of G, and let V = {4 1 u ~ V*, u has length ~ M} be a set of new symbols. 
We define the production set P '  of a new grammar G' = (V u V, 27, P' ,  s) to 
be the union of the following five sets: 
(1) {b--* ec 1 "'" CK [ 1 ~< K, each ci~ V, and b--~ q ".. croP}, 
(2) {bl "'" bx --+ bl b~ -.. bx [ 2 ~< K ~< M, each bz ~ V}, 
(3) {/~ --+ ~b [ b ~ V --  Z}, 
(4) {B --~ B I B e 27 td {E}}, 
(5) {b---~,lb--~,~P}. 
Clearly G' is in binary normal form. Since each production of G can be 
simulated by a derivation of G' of index ~ M q- 1, any derivation of G of 
index K can be simulated by a derivation of G' of index <~ K q- M. Similarly, 
any derivation of G' of index K can be simulated by a derivation of G by applying 
a production b ~ c 1 ..- c x of G in place of each production b --~ ~ c a -.- cx of G' 
and ignoring all productions from subsets 2), 3), and 4) of P' .  Although this is 
equivalent to rearranging the order in which the productions are applied in the 
original derivation, it is not hard to show that the new derivation has index 
~(M q- 1)K. HenceL(G')  = L(G), and the indices of G and G' are either both 
finite or both infinite. 
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We now assume that G is in binary normal form. For each nonterminal 
a ~ V - -  2 let G~ be the grammar (V, 27, P, a). We show by induction on the 
length of derivations that if a ~ V - -  Z' and L(Ga) C XoX*X 2 for some Xo, 
X1, X2 in 27", then I (wN,  Ga) ~ 2f(D) + 1 for each derivation D: w 0 ~ ... => 
Wu of G~ with w o ~ a and w~ ~ Z'*, where f (D)  is the number of different 
nonterminals of G which occur in wl,. . .  , Wu • This result is trivial for derivations 
of length 1. Assume D: a ~ Z is a derivation of length N > 1 and that the 
result holds for all shorter derivations. The first production of D must be 
a --~ bib 2 for some b 1 , b 2 in V - -  27. Let Z = Z1Z ~ be the factorization of Z such 
that D induces subderivations Ds : bs *~ Zs ,  for J = 1, 2. By the induction 
hypothesis there exist derivations b s ~. Zs of index ~2f(Ds)  + 1, for J ~ 1, 2. 
(1) r f f (D1)  < f (D) ,  there is a derivation a ~ bib 2 *~ Z~b 2 *~ Z~Z 2 in G 
of index max{af(D~) + 2, 2f(D~) + 1} ~ 2f(D) + 1. 
(2) Similarly, I (Z, Ga) <~ 2f(D) + 1 if f(D~) < f (D) .  
(3) I f  neither (1) nor (2) holds, then b 1 must occur at least once in D e 
(since every variable in w 1 ,..., WN must occur in D2) and at least twice in D 1 
(since the initial occurrence of b 1 in D 1 is not counted in f(D1) ). Thus for 
J = 1, 2, there are words zs in D s and factorizations zj ~ rsblts, Z j  = R]S~T s
such that Dj  induces subderivations bj *~ rsbats, rs *~ Rs ,  bl *~ S j ,  and 
ts *~ T j .  Further, we may assume that z z is not the initial word of D 1 . We 
reassemble these subderivations into a new derivation D': a ~ bib 2 ~, Sxb 2 *~ 
S~r2blt ~*~ S~R2b~Tz *~ S~R~r~b~t~Tz *~ S~R~R~S~T~Tz. 
Now S~RzR~SzTiT ~ ~ Z, since exactly the same number of occurrences of 
each production were used in D and D', and both words are contained in 
XoX*X ~ . Thus we have produced a new derivation a ~ b~b2 ~ Z having the 
same length as D but at least one less occurrence of b~ in the subderivation 
induced from b~. Finitely many repetitions of this argument leads to case (1). 
We now extend the argument o arbitrary bounded languages. 
LEMMA 2. A grammar G = (V, Z, P, s) has finite index i l L (G)  C XoX* ~ "" 
X*XL+ 1 for some fixed words X o .... , XL+ 1 in Z*. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We first define a collection S of "slices" of XoX* t "" 
X*rXL+ 1 by S1.s = {UX*~ "" X* jV l V is a final subword of X1_a, V is an 
initial subword of X j+l} for each/ ,  J with 1 ~< I ~ L, I - -  1 ~< J ~< L (using 
Xl* ... Xx*_ 1 = {~}), and S ---- (.J,.s Si .s.  For each set R in S we define dim(R) = 
min{J - I + 1 [ R ~ S/,j}. Thus dim(R) refers to the minimum number of 
starred coordinates needed to represent R as a slice. Since XoXI* "" X*LX-L+ 1 ~ S, 
the lemma follows immediately from the following claim: 
Claim. For each R in S there exists an integer I~ such that every word in R 
which has a derivation from a nonterminal of G has one from the same non- 
terminal with index ~<I~. 
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The claim is trivially true if dim(R) = 0, and is true by Lemma 1 if dim(R) = 1. 
Assume that 1 ~ dim(R) and that the claim has been proved for all slices of 
smaller dim. Let IR = max{Io ]Q ~ S, dim(Q) ~ dim(R)} ,4- 1. We show by 
induction on the length of derivations that I~ satisfies the claim for all slices Q 
such that dim(Q) = dim(R). This is trivial for derivations of length 1. Let D 
be a derivation of minimal ength for which the claim has not yet been proved. 
As in Lemma 1 we may assume that G is in binary normal form, and hence, 
that D has the form a => bc ~ Z for some a, b, c in V -- 2} and some Z in Z*. 
Let Z -~ BC be the factorization of Z such that D induces subderivations 
b*~B,  cG C. LetP ,  Q be slices in S such that B E P, C~Q,  andPO =R.  
Clearly both dim(P) and dim(Q) are bounded by dim(R), and at least one of P 
or Q has dim strictly less than dim(R). We assume dim(P) ~ dim(R). (The 
argument in the other case is analogous.) Then by induction on dim there is a 
derivation b *~ B of G of index ~Ie ,  from which we can construct a derivation 
a ~ bc *~ Be of G with index bounded by Ipq-  1. By induction on 
dim (if dim(Q) < dim(R)) or by induction on the length of derivations 
(if dim(Q) ~- dim(R)) there exists a corresponding derivation c G C of G with 
index bounded by I o . Since I R bounds both of these numbers, we may combine 
these derivations to establish the r sult. 
Remark. The converse of Theorem 1 is false. Indeed, we claim that the 
unbounded language L ={WCWRI  W~{A,B}*}  has no grammar with 
infinite index. For if G = (V, X, P, s) were such a grammar, there must exist 
a derivation s ~ XaYaZ of G with X, Y, Z ~ X* and a ~ V --  Z such that 
L((V, Z', P, a)) is infinite. It is easy to show that no such grammar can generateL. 
The next theorem shows that certain bounded subsets of a language L(G) 
have finite index with respect o G even though L(G) itself has infinite index 
with respect o G. 
THEOREM 2. I(L(G) C~ R, G) is finite for every grammar G and every bounded, 
regular set R. 
Proof. Let G' be the standard grammar constructed to generate L(G) • R 
(see Ginsburg, 1966, p. 88). G' has finite index by Theorem 1. But the exact 
correspondence in form of the productions of G and G' indicates that I(Z, G) 
I(Z, G') for each Z in L(G) c~ R. 
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